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Member Alan Sambrooks’ 7.25” Rob Roy in steam at the May Open Day.
– C. Mackintosh

Editorial
As another financial year draws to a close, we draw closer to a significant
milestone in the history of our club – the 45th year of operation since the
inception of the society as the Weapons Research Establishment Institute
Model & Experimental Engineering Society. Many things have changed since
the early years of the Club, as the society grew from a DSTO social club into
the Model Engineering group operating today; not the least of which being
the total reconstruction of the site in 2001.
While this issue we may sit back and enjoy the labours of the years gone by,
let us look forward to the ever-evolving, ever-changing face of our club and
our hobby and make sure that we lay the foundation today for the next 45
years to follow.
Until the next time,
- Ed

The Ground Level Steaming Bays at the 1991 Convention at the Penfield
Model Engineers Society – Rex Brooks Collection
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Penfield Model Engineers
The Early Years
The Late Rex Brooks
On the 21st October 1969 a group of interested modelers from the Weapons
Research Establishment Institute, met to discuss the formation of a Model
club. The W.R.E.I. was a military establishment formed at the time of World
War Two for experimentation and manufacture of weapons. Twelve people
attended and a club was formed and named, W.R.E.I Model & Experimental
Engineers’ Society. The society was made up exclusively of personnel that
worked at W.R.E.I. and was allocated the old Pistol Clubrooms on their
grounds. One of the first projects to be planned and started was a temporary
100 ft long, three & half inch model train track. This track was set up under
the shade of the big gum trees at the W.R.E.I. Children’s Christmas party’. The
President John Barkes steam locomotive “Princess” shunted back and forth to
the children’s delight. A static display of member’s models, a steam tug boat,
trains, navel guns, aircraft and machinery was also set up for people to see. It
was a great occasion with 3000 children attending, and Father Christmas was
kept very busy giving out presents.
1970 was a big year for the club when a above ground twin gauge model
railway track was planned and built. By October the 900ft track with two
bridges was completed thanks to the hard work of members. There was a lot
of competition between members, to see who could be the first person to
get something to run on the track. The railway guys were caught napping,
when a model aircraft section member, made a contraption, powered by a
small diesel aircraft engine ,that was able to complete a circuit of the new
track. By December of this year at the W.R.E.I. Christmas party, three model
trains were running on the new track catering for the large crowds. The
model aircraft section put on an exciting display of aerobatics with their
control line models.
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1971 saw the planning and construction of a 21ft diameter boat pond, with
the view of racing pylon electric boats. The first two scale model boats to run
on the new pond were “Woonda” a tug boat and “Bismark” a German
Battleship. The building of a 150ft concrete pond was in the planning stage.
This pond was to cater for steam, sailing and internal combustion engine
model boats. Further work was being done on the Airfield to facilitate the use
of radio controlled model aircraft that were becoming popular at this stage.
1972 and 73 saw the new workshop completed and machines installed, the
“HO” and “OO” gauge train layout with a station and a scenic village built in
the clubrooms. The club catered for Model steam and diesel trains, aircraft,
slot cars, a gunnery section, model making and boats.
1974 saw six steam, diesel and electric locomotives, a fire engine that was
built as a club project, all running at the W.R.E.I children’s Christmas party.
1975 was a busy year, with nine months of work to complete the boat pond.
The official opening was on the 30th November with a power boat cutting a
ribbon on the new pond.
1976 saw work underway on the 7 ¼ Gauge ground level railway track, which
was a major undertaking. Sponsors were asked to contribute 50cents to
purchase sleepers for the new track.
In March of 1978, W.R.E.I sent word that they were changing their name to
‘The Defence Research Centre ‘so the club at that time changed to ‘Defence
Research Centre Model Engineering Club’

A remote control aircraft in motion
over the grounds of the WREIMEE
Society in the mid 1970s – Rex Brooks
Collection
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John Barkes’ 5” ‘Princess’ hard at work running on the Club’s elevated track.
Unusually, the engine is running anti-clockwise, while the Editor’s father is
perched on the trolley behind the driver – Rex Brooks Collection

The 150ft Concrete Boat Pond approaching completion – Rex Brooks Collection
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The original tin boat pond being filled during the early 1970s – Rex Brooks Collection

The then new concrete pond in use by scale boats and ducks alike – Rex Brooks Collection
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TOP LEFT: The first locomotive
to run on the permanent
elevated track – constructed
using a model aircraft engine,
it’s arrival at the Club caught
the model locomotive group by
surprise.
BOTTOM LEFT: The glowing fire
of the late John Barkes’ 3.5”
gauge ‘Princess’. The model is
now a static exhibit under glass
in the PMES club rooms.
BOTTOM RIGHT: An unknown
youth with a scale vessel in the
centre of the newly completed
concrete pond.
– Rex Brooks Collection

TOP: The late Glen Brooks SAR 520 class on display in the club rooms whilst under
construction – Rex Brooks Collection BOTTOM: A subsequent display of the models under
construction by the PMES; note the comparative progress on ‘526’ – Dave Gallery Collection

The late John Barkes 5” Pacific operating on the elevated track during the 1970s,
while ‘Intrepid’, the 5” gauge club locomotive, sits beside the line in readiness for
another outing in its original paint scheme. It is hoped ‘Intrepid’ may soon be
returned to running order – Rex Brooks Collection

MAY OPEN DAY 2014
It was a pleasure to escape from the books and attend the final open day before my
exam period. A fine day coupled with a fair public turn-out and a good number of
members made for a pleasant afternoon, which was made all the better by the
presence of Alan Sambrooks and his fine ‘Rob Roy’. To quell the rumourmongering, the locomotive is a doubled-up 3.5” gauge design and is NOT a 5 inch
gauge locomotive. Alan’s riding car is equipped with a unique hopper-type
arrangement for feeding char onto the shovel, which may be the subject of a future
article if he is willing to share the details. Furthermore, the opportunity was taken
to examine the progress made with the extension. Karl, Mark, David and the
additional workers on this project have truly done a tremendous job with the work
to date, with the earthworks for the new Poly-pipe tunnel now filled by this
11.

David Franks and Club Loco ‘Rock Island’ in operation on the May Open Day.
structure. The new tunnel is yet to receive its portals, however these are not
significant in the completion of this feature as they are not required to retain the
earth. Approximately three panels remain prior to the complete connection of the
circuit to the outer loop, with the points beneath the flyover bridge already in place.
The extension described is part of a move to reroute trains alongside the fence of
the Penfield Park facilities and increase our visibility to the general public. Future
works will incorporate an extension of this loop around the remainder of the fenceline so that the line will ultimately double-back beneath the bridge and rejoin the
current main line halfway along the back straight. Currently the extension is 7.25”
only as the majority of locomotives running on Open Days operate on this gauge.
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Alan Sambrooks with his 7.25” Rob Roy in the station.

The tunnel in place and ready for back-filling with mulch.
13.

Approximated track diagram of the new extension. The existing mainline is
bolded for reference, while the future continuation of the extension is marked by
the dotted line.

End Of 7.25” Gauge – MEMBERS WANTED TO COMPLETE THE EXTENSION
14.

BEHIND THE SCENES: THE S.A.
AVIATION MUSEUM
Recently your Editor and good mate Ian Jones braved the inclement Adelaide
weather for an excursion to the Aviation Museum, located off Lipson Street in Port
Adelaide. Ian’s long-term involvement with civil and historic aviation in this state
had made him a figure familiar to some of the volunteers at the museum, and we
were invited to the Museum’s workshop where current restoration projects are
underway and other items, for instance the collection of operating aero engines, are
stored. This facility comprised not only of an extensive wood and metalworking
shop for the restoration or recreation of components, but also a vast stockpile of
aviation components acquired to maintain the Museum’s existing fleet of exhibits.
Of particular interest were the two current projects inside the facility, one in its
infancy and the other nearing completion. The former is a Fairey Battle torpedo
bomber, a low-wing monoplane developed in the 1930s that was quickly
superseded as war spread across Europe. This particular aircraft was used for RAAF
crew training, and was forced to crash land in the marsh-land outside Port Pirie.
While the RAAF recovered the engine and armament of the aircraft from the
mangrove swamps, the airframe was left to rot until it was removed from the
swamp by a private collector in the mid to late 70s. The aircraft was recently
procured by the Museum in much the same condition, and is subjected to a full
rebuild to return the airframe to its factory trim for static display.
The second aircraft is an almost completed Avro Anson light bomber, which formed
the backbone of RAF bomber command during 1939. These aircraft, totally
outclassed by the German airpower of the time, were quickly relegated to coastal
duties including submarine patrols, and crew training. The Anson could, however,
prove lethal in the right hands, with a Messerchmitt 109 falling foul of the bomber’s
single forward firing machinegun during a clash low over the waters of the English
Channel. It has more than once been suggested that the German pilot overshot the
target due to its incredibly low speed, giving the crew a chance to retaliate. The
Anson held by the Museum is being reconstructed using traditional techniques,
including the doping of fabric to protect it from the elements and waterproof the
craft, although spruce could not be sourced to replicate original components due to
15.

the prohibitive cost of this material. The Anson project has proved a substantial
investment for the Museum in terms of the man hours taken over the many years it
has been in their possession, and is a credit to the entire restoration crew.

Port wing reconstruction on the Avro Anson, almost ready for canvas and dope – Ed.

Almost complete cockpit and instrument panel of the Avro Anson restoration project – Ed.
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Around the Boat Pond
All has been quiet around the boat pond for a significant amount of time
now. With the loss of the speedboats, this space has been reduced to little
more than an enlarged ornamental pond which experiences the occasional
use of Tom’s scale boats. In keeping with this, it has been suggested that a
water feature may be appropriate, which will serve to aerate the water and
prevent stagnation, while providing increased attraction to this space.
Another alternative may be to fit a pylon in the centre of the pond for use by
the control line craft produced interstate if sufficient interest was aroused.

Pouring the concrete surround for the permanent boat pond in the early
1970s – Rex Brooks Collection
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Out In the
Garden

Works continue on the relocation of the Garden Railway to the reclaimed
site, with progress made on the landscaping required for this new track. As
previously described, this new circuit will not be reliant on the integrity of
elevated plywood baseboards, but will instead utilise mounded earth and
fabricated metal structures that will be better suited to the environment.
Recently, member Geoff Ward was seen testing his latest G scale creation, a
35mm gauge Rx class. It may be surmised that this test was successful, as
Geoff was still testing the loco over two hours later!

Preparing Speedboats to race in the 70s, the pits a hive of activity
– Rex Brooks Collection
18.

Penfield Posse
The car section have successfully wrapped up the racing year in fine style,
with medals and shirts to be presented at the AGM to those claiming the top
three spots in the respective championships. Congratulations are in order for
all those members on podium, while thanks are to be extended to the
members of the car group who continued to put on a great display at each
and every race meet over the course of the year. If word of mouth is to be
believed, there will hopefully be a display across the Easter long-weekend to
showcase this iconic aspect of the club to all the visitors attending the AALS
Convention.

A 7.25” gauge Black Five to Martin Evans’ ‘Highlander’ design on the early
7.25”/5” Ground Level Railway – Rex Brooks Collection
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The late Ralph Skewes’ SAR ‘F’ class tank engine at rest in the steaming
bays during the 70s – Rex Brooks Collection

CLASSIFIEDS:
FOR SALE:
Completed 7.25” CliShay to 1.5” scale. Brand new locomotive with current
AMBSC certification, steamed only for trials. Available mid-August, POA.
Contact Andrew, mechamat@bigpond.com
Companion drawings for WATO ‘Heidi’ locomotive, including Walschaert’s
Valve Gear, Steel Wetback boiler to current AMBSC specification and
Lempor exhaust ejector system. POA. Contact Andrew,
mechamat@bigpond.com

WANTED:
Model Engineer, Live Steam, Australian Model Engineering and Engineering
in Miniature Magazines. M.E. prior to 1948, L.S. from 1982, A.M.E. 19871990 and EIM from 1990, all to good home. Ph 0477 144 676 (Ed.)
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Coming Events:
July:
16/07 – General Meeting: 7.30pm start
16/07 – Annual General Meeting: 8.00pm start
27/07 - Open Day: Gates Open 12pm – 4.30pm

August:
03/08 – Garden Railway Convention: Gauge 1 Invitation Run 10.30am start
20/08 – General Meeting: 7.30pm start
24/08 - Open Day: Gates Open 12pm – 4.30pm

Model firearms display in the early days; a far cry from the current
modelling pursuits of the Club! Each replica was capable of firing a small
charge – Rex Brooks Collection
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TOP: The late John Barkes operating his 3.5” ‘Princess’ on the Club’s
portable elevated railway at a DSTO Christmas function. BOTTOM: John
driving the 5” ‘Princess’ on the 3.5”/5” main line – Rex Brooks Collection
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Bob Smith operating his first South Australian Railways steam locomotive, 526, in
3.5 inch gauge – Rex Brooks Collection

Bob Smith tending to 526 on the permanent elevated steaming bays – Rex Brooks
Collection
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YOUR CLUB NEEDS

YOU

